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Details of Visit:

Author: bobsam
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 30 May 2014 22:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sexy Asian Escorts London
Website: http://www.sexyasianescortslondon.com/
Phone: 07527932639
Phone: 07979182831

The Premises:

Anna's place is clean, roomy and the bathroom is modern. The place is very relaxing

The Lady:

Anna looks better than her pics. She is a very beautiful lady. Maria will hate me for saying this but
she is certainly more attractive. Saying that; I could only dream of having Maria and Anna in the
same bed.

Anna's english is a little difficult to understand at times but not an issue.

The Story:

My first mistake is to think Anna is Maria. She certainly is not. It seems like the gods have dissected
the Maria formula and repackaged it in a younger and more attractive version. However, she has all
the traits of a endless fuck bunny who will kiss your face of, she still still has a slice of a sensual
GFE. I actually think the gods have made a better blend of Maria. Lets call her Maria smooth (not
lite). She's not quite in to the hardcore BDSM that Maria was (nor did she have a strapon) but that
will come with time.

The OWO, rimming was amazing. She is still learning but still very good. I have to say she is miles
apart from 90% of the thai girls I have seen. It felt like been with a GF who actually let you do all the
things you wanted and was begging you for bedroom time all the time.

The only problem with the session was me. I was exhausted and I shouldn't have made the
booking. I couldn't keep with Anna. She was a little disappointed that I didn't go longer, she wanted
to get me hard again for a second and third session but I couldn't and that was my fault. However,
she gave me a massage which was pretty good. I also went over time and she was not clock
watching.

I will certainly see her again. She is a legend in the making. I am certainly looking for an Anna and
Macy duo. If I could get Maria the Mistress of Pleasure to come along and orchestrate then I
certainly would.
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